Abstract. The Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) was used to study the effect of extreme weather events on ozone in the US for historical (2001-2010) and future (2046)(2047)(2048)(2049)(2050)(2051)(2052)(2053)(2054)(2055) periods under the RCP8.5 scenario. During extreme weather events, including heat waves, atmospheric stagnation, and their compound events, ozone concentration is much higher compared to the non-extreme events period. A striking enhancement of effect during compound events is revealed when heat wave and stagnation occur simultaneously as both high temperature and low wind speed promote the production of high ozone concentrations. In regions with high emissions, compound extreme events can shift the high-end tails of the probability density functions (PDFs) of ozone to even higher values to generate extreme ozone episodes. In regions with low emissions, extreme events can still increase high-ozone frequency but the high-end tails of the PDFs are constrained by the low emissions. Despite the large anthropogenic emission reduction projected for the future, compound events increase ozone more than the single events by 10 to 13 %, comparable to the present, and high-ozone episodes with a maximum daily 8 h average (MDA8) ozone concentration over 70 ppbv are not eliminated. Using the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble, the frequency of compound events is found to increase more dominantly compared to the increased frequency of single events in the future over the US, Europe, and China. Highozone episodes will likely continue in the future due to increases in both frequency and intensity of extreme events, despite reductions in anthropogenic emissions of its precursors. However, the latter could reduce or eliminate extreme ozone episodes; thus improving projections of compound events and their impacts on extreme ozone may better constrain future projections of extreme ozone episodes that have detrimental effects on human health.
Introduction
Tropospheric ozone is a secondary air pollutant resulting from complicated photochemical reactions in the presence of its precursors such as volatile organic compounds, NO x , and CO (Placet et al., 2000) . During the past decades, ozone pollution has been of increasing concern to the public because excessive ozone may have an adverse effect on human health such as increased risk of death (Filleul et al., 2006; Weschler, 2006; Gryparis et al., 2004) . Ozone also has important effects on agriculture, construction, and ecology (Sharma et al., 2017; AgRawal et al., 2003) . Moreover, as a greenhouse gas, increasing concentrations of ozone may amplify global warming (Mitchell,1989; Schimel et al., 2000) . Thus, it is important to understand factors that govern ozone concentration in a perturbed environment.
Ozone formation is particularly active when favorable meteorological conditions coincide with the presence of high precursor emissions (Fiore et al., 2015; Jacob and Winner, 2009 ). Meteorological factors that are closely related to ozone formation include daily maximum temperature (Otero et al., 2016) , wind speed, cloud cover (Souri et al., 2016; Flynn et al., 2010) , etc. Using dynamical downscaling to develop high-resolution climate scenarios, Gao et al. (2013) found significant ozone increase in the US during heat wave events, with regional mean maximum daily 8 h average (MDA8) O 3 increases of roughly by 0.3 to 2.0 ppbv compared with non-heat wave period under RCP8.5. Based on observed data in the US from 2001 to 2010, Hou and Wu (2016) found significant ozone increase during heat waves in particular for high ozone concentration (i.e., 95th percentile ozone increased by 25 %) and PM 2.5 increase during atmospheric stagnation (i.e., 95th percentile ozone increased by 65 %). Both heat waves (Gao et al., 2012; Sillmann et al., 2013; Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004) and atmospheric stagnation (Horton et al., 2014) have been projected to increase substantially in the future, suggesting significant impacts on ozone and PM 2.5 in the future.
Going beyond traditional study of single extreme weather events and their impacts, the compound effect of extreme events has been explored in recent studies (Zscheischler and Seneviratne, 2017) . Compound effect can be defined using different criteria including (1) two or more extreme events occurring simultaneously or successively, (2) combinations of extreme events potentially reinforcing each other, and (3) two or more events combined to become an extreme event even though the events themselves are not extreme (Leonard et al., 2014; Seneviratne et al., 2012) . The compound effect of more than one extreme weather event has been shown to potentially have a higher impact than a single extreme weather event alone. For example, Zscheischler et al. (2014) concluded that compound effect could be higher than simple additive effect. As an example, they found that the compound effect of heat waves and drought on the global carbon cycle exceeds the additive effect of the individual events. For ozone, heat waves and atmospheric stagnation are two key environmental factors that may lead to compound effect, as high surface temperature under atmospheric stagnation with low wind speed, clear sky, and reduced precipitation and soil moisture may escalate into a heat wave. This motivates the present study to investigate the compound effect of the simultaneous occurrence of heat waves and atmospheric stagnation on ozone pollution.
Model output from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5; Taylor et al., 2012) has been widely used to investigate climate change and its impacts. Using a multi-model ensemble such as CMIP5 is particularly important for studying high-impact and low-probability extreme events to yield more robust analyses (Sillmann et al., 2013; Diffenbaugh and Giorgi, 2012; Kharin et al., 2013) . However, air quality is significantly influenced by regional processes such as cloudiness and mesoscale circulation as well as local emissions. With high spatial and temporal resolutions and more detailed representations of chemical reactions and emission inventories (Gao et al., 2013) , regional climate and chemistry models are useful tools that have been widely adopted to study air quality and impact of climate change on air quality (Gao et al., 2012 (Gao et al., , 2013 Leung and Gustafson, 2005; Qian et al., 2010; Yahya et al., 2017a, b) . This study combines analysis of regional online-coupled meteorologychemistry simulations and analysis of the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble to investigate the impact of extreme weather events on ozone concentration in the present and future climate.
In what follows, we first investigate the ability of the regional climate-chemistry model in reproducing the observed extreme weather events and ozone concentration in the US. Following the evaluation, the impact of single and compound extreme weather events on ozone concentration at present and in the future is examined. Lastly, future changes of extreme weather events are discussed in the broader context of the multi-model CMIP5 ensemble.
Model description and configuration
In this study, a modified version of WRF-Chem v3.6.1 (Yahya et al., 2016 ) was adopted for regional simulations. The detailed modification has been described in Yahya et al. (2016) , but the main new features include the extended Carbon Bond 2005 (CB05) of Yarwood et al. (2005) gasphase mechanism with chlorine chemistry of Sarwar and Bhave (2007) . The anthropogenic emissions used in WRFChem were based on the emissions in RCP8.5 (Moss et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2011) and detailed information of processing the RCP8.5 emissions to model-ready format is available in Yahya et al. (2017b) . Biogenic emissions were calculated online in WRF-Chem depending on the meteorology at present or in the future using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature version 2 (Guenther et al., 2006) . The meteorological and chemical initial and boundary conditions for WRF-Chem were downscaled from simulations provided by the modified CESM CAM version 5.3 (referred to as CESM_NCSU) (Gantt et al., 2014; He and Zhang, 2014; Glotfelty and Zhang, 2016) . Yahya et al. (2017b) documented the details of the downscaling method and provided a comparison of some meteorological parameters simulated by CESM_NCSU and CESM in CMIP5, showing consistent performance between the two CESM versions. Two simulation periods using WRF-Chem were selected in this study: a historical period (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) and a future period (2046) (2047) (2048) (2049) (2050) (2051) (2052) (2053) (2054) (2055) , and simulations were performed over the contiguous US (Fig. 1) , with a horizontal grid spacing of 36 km and 34 vertical layers from surface to 100 hPa. The simulations for the historical period have been comprehensively evaluated against surface and satellite observations in Yahya et al. (2017a) and the projected changes in climate, air quality, and their interactions for the future pe- riod have been analyzed in Yahya et al. (2017b) . However, those results have not been previously evaluated for climate extremes and their impacts on surface O 3 , which is the focus of this work.
In addition to the regional model results, output from the CMIP5 (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/, last access: 4 August 2017) multi-model ensemble was used in this study to elucidate the impact of climate change on compound extreme weather events. A total of 20 CMIP5 models were selected in this study, and the list of models is shown in Table 1 . Variables used in this study mainly include daily maximum near-surface air temperature, daily precipitation, daily mean near-surface wind speed, and daily mean 500 hPa wind speed, and the data were interpolated to a spatial resolution of 2 • × 2 • . Three periods were selected with two periods that overlap in part with that of the regional simulations (1991-2010 as a historical period and 2041-2060 in RCP8.5), and an additional period extending to the end of this century (2081-2100).
Evaluation of meteorology and ozone
The Air Quality System (AQS) dataset (downloaded from https://www.epa.gov/aqs, last access: 8 June 2017) was used in this study to evaluate how well the WRF-Chem model performs in simulating ozone concentrations, particularly high ozone concentrations that are more strongly related to extreme weather events. The locations of observation stations in AQS are shown in Fig. 1 and overlaid on nine climate regions in the US (Karl and Koss, 1984) . For evaluation of simulated extreme weather events, the NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis (Mesinger et al., 2005) dataset was used.
Evaluation of extreme weather events
Two types of extreme weather events including heat waves and atmospheric stagnation, as well as their compound events, were investigated, considering their close relationship with ozone pollution (Hou and Wu, 2016) . A heat wave is defined to occur when daily maximum 2 m air temperature exceeds a certain threshold continuously for 3 days or more. The threshold is set as the 97.5th percentile of the historical period (2001 for WRF-Chem and 1991 for CMIP5 in this study) and is location dependent to take into account the wide-ranging characteristics of different regions (Gao et al., 2012; Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004 ). An atmospheric stagnation day is defined to occur when daily mean 10 m wind speed, daily mean 500 hPa wind speed, and daily total precipitation are less than 20 % of the climatological mean condition (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) for WRF-Chem in this study) (Horton et al., 2014; Hou and Wu, 2016) . A compound event occurs when both heat wave and atmospheric stagnation occur simultaneously on the same day. For each grid, the same threshold determined for the present period is used for the future period to evaluate the future changes.
To evaluate the ability of the regional model to reproduce the extreme weather events, Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the mean number of summer heat wave days, atmospheric stagnation days, and compound event days corresponding to coincidental heat wave and atmospheric stagnation during [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] . Observations based on the NARR dataset and the model results are shown, along with scatter plots comparing the observations and simulations at each NARR grid point over land. Statistical metrics, including mean fractional bias (MFB), mean fractional error (MFE), and correlation coefficient (R), based on the Eqs. (A2), (A3), and (A6) in the Appendix, are shown in the scatter plots.
The spatial distributions of both heat waves and atmospheric stagnation are generally consistent between NARR and WRF-Chem (top and middle rows in Fig. 2 ). For example, for heat waves (Fig. 2a, b) , the model captures the high frequency of occurrence in the western US and eastern central US albeit with widespread underestimations particularly in the northern US and the central Great Plains. For atmospheric stagnation (Fig. 2d, e) , the observed dipole feature of high frequency of occurrence in the western and eastern US, separated by the central Great Plains, is well reproduced by the model but biases in the magnitude are noticeable. To quantitatively evaluate the simulations, the WRF-Chem model results were bilinearly interpolated to the NARR grid suggested by US EPA (2007), and scatter plots were drawn to show the results for all the NARR grid points (Fig. 2c, f) . No benchmark is available regarding the statistical metrics for extreme weather events but we adopt the benchmarks widely used in air quality studies. For example, US EPA (2007) suggested 15 %/35 % (MFB and MFE) for O 3 and 50 %/75 % (MFB and MFE) for PM 2.5 species. From this perspective, the MFB and MFE for either heat waves or Yukimoto et al. (2012) atmospheric stagnation are within or close to the benchmarks for O 3 and well within the benchmarks for PM 2.5 species. Moreover, the model results are correlated with NARR, with R equal to 0.61 and 0.40, respectively, for heat waves and atmospheric stagnation and statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level. The western US receives most of its precipitation in the cold season when the North Pacific jet stream steers storm tracks across the region (Neelin et al., 2013) . During summer, the North Pacific subtropical high-pressure center expands and exerts a stronger influence on the western US, increasing the frequency of atmospheric stagnation (Wang and Angell, 1999) . Combining the low wind speed and low probability of precipitation during stagnation with low antecedent soil moisture conditions generally prevalent during summer, heat waves can develop to create a maximum center of combined extreme events beyond the coastal mountain ranges of the western US (Zhao and Khalil, 1993) . The eastern central US is prone to heat wave and stagnation as a result of the upper level ridge that develops during summer in that region. These climatic conditions give rise to the dipole patterns of maximum heat wave and stagnation in the western and eastern central US. The dipole pattern becomes more obvious and magnified for the compound events because stagnation can promote the development of heat waves, as discussed earlier. For the compound events, the simulation performs well and even better than the metrics of atmospheric stagnation events. The high values in the western and southeastern US, as well as the low values in the central and upper Midwestern US, are reasonably captured by the model, with statistically significant correlation (R = 0.58).
Thus, WRF-Chem in general reproduced the spatial patterns and frequency of the extreme weather events including heat waves, atmospheric stagnation, and their compound events well. Although atmospheric stagnation occurs on more than 20 days during the summer in large areas over the western and eastern US, heat waves do not occur for more than 10 days generally; thus the compound events of heat waves and stagnation are rather rare and occur on average for no more than 5 days during summer over the US. In the next section, ozone concentrations during these extreme weather events are analyzed. 
Evaluation of ozone concentrations during extreme weather events
MDA8 ozone is an important variable considering its close relationship with human health (US EPA, 2007) so we focus on the evaluation of MDA8 O 3 during summertime. Figure S1 in the Supplement shows the spatial distributions of MDA8 ozone with or without extreme weather events in the WRF-Chem simulations and the NARR-AQS observations. MDA8 ozone with extreme weather events ( Fig. S1 ; left panels) shows a similar increase compared to MDA8 ozone without extreme weather events in both model simulations and observations over the eastern US. On the west coast, the increase is slightly higher in model simulations than in observations. Overall, WRF-Chem reproduced the influence of extreme weather events on enhancing MDA8 ozone over the US well. From the perspective of public health, the US EPA (2007) recommended attention to ozone values higher than 40 ppbv because the human impact of ozone is small for low ozone concentrations. Thus, we compare the mean ozone concentrations during summer of 2001-2010 between observed data (AQS) and model results for the following three conditions in Fig. 3: (1) days with heat waves but no atmospheric stagnation, (2) days with atmospheric stagnation but no heat waves, and (3) days with compound events (both heat wave and atmospheric stagnation). Thus the first two conditions identify single extreme events and the third condition identifies compound extreme events. We compare observed ozone concentration greater than or equal to 40 ppbv and the simulated ozone concentration corresponding to the same locations of the observations.
As depicted in Fig. 3 , WRF-Chem reasonably reproduced the observed ozone concentrations during the extreme weather events, showing statistically significant correlations with the observed AQS data. Moreover, if the benchmark (15 %/35 % for MFB and MFE and 10 %/20 % for NMB and NME) suggested by the US EPA (2007) is used as a reference, all the statistical metrics based on evaluation against ozone higher than 40 ppbv in observations are within or much smaller than the benchmarks, illustrating promising ability of WRF-Chem to simulate the ozone concentrations during heat waves, stagnation, and compound events. Even if all ozone values including values below 40 ppbv are considered, the four metrics (MFB, MFE, NMB, and NME) are mostly within the benchmarks and the correlation coefficients between model and observation are only slightly reduced by 0.04, 0.11, and 0.1 for the three types of extreme weather events, respectively, and all values are still statistically significant. However, the general low biases of the simulations are obvious from the regression lines. Ozone concentrations during compound extreme events are clearly shifted to higher values relative to ozone concentrations during single extreme events.
To delve into spatial heterogeneity, ozone concentrations from model and observations for the three types of extreme weather events are shown using box-and-whisker plots in Fig. 4 . Considering the detrimental effect on human health when MDA8 ozone concentration exceeds 70 ppbv by National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), we evaluate the WRF-Chem simulated ozone concentrations above this particular threshold. We calculated the mean values of MDA8 ozone concentration exceeding 70 ppbv for each type of extreme weather event, and the mean values are marked at the top of each panel in Fig. 4 .
The box-and-whisker plots show some unique features in the observations. For example, the mean ozone (red dot) concentrations tend to be slightly higher when heat waves and stagnation occur at the same time, while the mean values are relatively lower during atmospheric stagnation than during heat waves. These are consistent with Fig. 3 in which values are plotted regardless of the regions. This feature was reasonably captured by the model, in particular over regions in the eastern US, such as the Northeast and Southeast. Regarding high ozone concentrations (i.e., values higher than 70 ppbv), the model is skillful in the eastern US with major anthropogenic emissions. The mean bias could be as small as 0.4 ppbv (over the Southeast during heat waves), and mostly within 1 ppbv. However, for some regions, i.e., the West and Southwest, negative biases could reach a few parts per billion by volume; the negative biases in many regions are likely linked to an underestimation of heat wave intensity, which is reflected in the underestimation of heat wave days as shown in Sect. 3.1. Other possible reasons for the negative biases in surface O 3 include uncertainties in precursor emissions and boundary conditions as well as overpredictions in precipitation, as reported in Yahya et al. (2017a) .
To further evaluate the capability of WRF-Chem to model high ozone (beyond 70 ppbv), Fig. S2 displays the interannual variability in high ozone over the US in the WRFChem simulations and AQS observations. For observations, the variance of annual mean high ozone was calculated only for grids with more than 5 years of data. Similar to the ozone distribution in Fig. S1 , larger values are mainly found on the west coast and in the eastern and central US. Variance over the eastern US in observations is high while WRFChem is in general slightly smaller. Considering the total high-ozone episodes in historical periods, the contributions of extreme weather events to the high-ozone episodes are shown in Fig. S3 . Only grids having 10 days or more with high ozone are shown to avoid grid cells with very high fractions due to the small number of high-ozone episodes. WRFChem simulated a slightly larger fraction on the west coast compared to observations and captured the high fraction in the eastern US well. This feature is similar to the ozone distribution in Fig. S1 . Hence overall, WRF-Chem demonstrates a reasonable capability of modeling high-ozone episodes and the contribution of extreme weather events to high-ozone episodes in the US.
4 Impacts of extreme events and climate change on ozone concentrations 4.1 Impacts of single and compound extreme events on ozone concentrations
To investigate the impacts of the extreme weather events on ozone concentrations, we composited the MDA8 ozone concentrations from WRF-Chem for the three types of extreme weather events and periods without any extreme event (nonextreme event) in summer of 2001-2010 using probability density functions (PDFs) shown in Fig. 5 . By comparing the solid lines (extreme event period) and dashed line (non-extreme event period) in Fig. 5 , all extreme weather events have positive impacts on ozone, particularly at the high-end tail of the distributions. The difference between ozone concentrations with and without extreme events is statistically significant in all regions at the 95 % confidence level. For regions with mean ozone values exceeding 70 ppbv (numbers shown in Fig. 5 ), much larger differences are noticeable between the PDFs of extreme and non-extreme periods, with extreme events notably shifting both the low-end and high-end tails towards higher values. These regions include Northeast, Central, South, and West. Conversely, regions such as Northwest, West North Central, and Southwest shows negligible differences between the PDFs. The spatial heterogeneity is closely related to the spatial distribution of emissions in the US, i.e., regions with a larger increase in ozone concentration particularly near the high-end tail (i.e., Northeast, Southeast, Central, Upper Midwest, South, and West) due to extreme weather events are also areas with higher anthropogenic emissions in the US (see also Fig. 3 in Gao et al., 2013) . Thus, stronger photochemical reactions in those regions may enhance the effect of extreme weather events on ozone formation. Now comparing the effects of different types of extreme weather events on ozone concentrations (solid lines of different colors in Fig. 5 ), the effect of heat waves on ozone formation is generally larger than the effect of atmospheric stagnation, whereas the compound effect is larger than the effect of either type of single extreme weather event. This feature displays similar spatial heterogeneity as discussed above, i.e., the largest impact from the compound effect occurs in South and Central (about half of the compound events leading to MDA8 ozone higher than 70 ppbv), followed by Northeast, South, Upper Midwest, and West (11-28 % compound event days resulting in MDA8 O 3 of 70 ppbv or higher), and negligible increase from the compound events for other regions (Northwest, West North Central, and Southwest).
In addition to the distinguishing impacts extreme events have on ozone relative to non-extreme days, how high the concentration of ozone can reach during extreme events may depend on the intensity of the extreme events and the emissions. Figure 6 shows the correlations between ozone concentration with the daily maximum 2 m temperature during heat waves and 10 m wind speed during atmospheric stagnation events. The correlations between temperature and ozone are positive and statistically significant in areas with high emissions such as Northeast, Central, Upper Midwest, South, and Southeast. For stagnation events, the correlations are statistically significant mainly in South, Southeast, and along the west coast. These correlations between ozone and the intensity of extreme events are consistent with the shift of the high-end tails of the PDFs to higher ozone values, as shown in Fig. 5 . In areas with low emissions (e.g., Northwest and West North Central), ozone concentrations are not well correlated with the intensity of extreme events because the production of ozone is limited by the low emissions (Vingarzan, 2004) . Hence only the low-end instead of the high-end tails of the PDFs are shifted to higher values in regions with low emissions, and the PDFs on extreme days are noticeably narrower compared to the PDFs on non-extreme days (Fig. 5) . As climate change may increase the frequency as well as the intensity of extreme events, ozone concentrations may be affected, regardless of emissions control in the future.
Impacts of climate change on ozone concentrations
Having investigated the impacts of extreme weather events on ozone concentration, we now focus on how ozone concentrations may change in the future with climate change, changes in biogenic emissions in response to changes in climate, and large anthropogenic emission reductions in the RCP8.5 scenario. Figure 7 shows the spatial variations in ozone concentrations composited during extreme weather events at present (top row) and in the future (bottom row). The spatial features displayed in the top row are in agreement with what have been observed from Fig. 5 , showing larger impacts of extreme weather events on ozone formation east of the Rockies for both single extreme events and compound events (Fig. 7a, b, c) . Similarly large impacts are also found in California, which are obscured in the regional average shown in Fig. 5 . Averaged over the US, MDA8 ozone concentrations increase by 22 and 12 % during heat waves and stagnation events compared to nonheat wave and non-stagnation days. Compound events have a significantly higher impact on ozone compared to the single extreme events, with statistically significant differences of 13 and 16 %, respectively, for heat waves and stagnation (Fig. 7d, e) . To understand why compound events have larger impacts than single extreme events, Fig. S4 shows that during compound event days, the daily maximum 2 m temperature is comparable to that during heat waves but 6.27 • C higher than that during stagnation events, leading to a 16 % increase in MDA8 O 3 during compound events relative to stagnation events. Similarly, the 10 m wind speed during compound events is comparable to that during stagnation events but 1.4 ms −1 weaker than during heat wave days, leading to a 13 % increase in MDA8 O 3 relative to heat wave days.
In the future, as anthropogenic emissions are projected to decrease substantially (i.e., Table 2 in Gao et al., 2013) , the mean ozone concentration correspondingly decreases during both single extreme events and compound events compared to the present day (i.e., Fig. 7f , g, h vs. Fig. 7a, b, c) . However, even with the dramatic anthropogenic emission reduction (i.e., 50 % or more reduction in non-methane volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxides based on Table 2 in Gao et al., 2013) , extreme weather events can still trigger the formation of high ozone concentrations (e.g., in the central eastern US in Fig. 7f, g, h) that reach or exceed the present- day national standard of 70 ppbv. From Fig. S4 , the daily maximum 2 m temperature is 5.54 • C warmer during compound events than stagnation events, leading to a 13 % increase in MDA8 O 3 during compound events relative to stagnation events. Similarly, the 10 m wind speed is 1.28 ms −1 weaker during compound events than heat wave events so MDA8 O 3 increases by 10 % during compound events relative to heat wave events in the future. Hence, compound events increase ozone concentrations by 10 and 13 % more than the effect of heat wave only and stagnation only, respectively. These numbers shown in Fig. 7i , j are only 3 % lower than those of the present day (Fig. 7d, e) .
Despite dramatic reduction in anthropogenic emissions in the RCP8.5 scenario , extreme weather events are still important considerations for air quality and health in the future. This is because both frequency and intensity of extreme events increase in the future, which compensates partly for the effects of reduced emissions. From  Fig. S5 , heat waves occur on average 13.67 days more and are 0.98 • C warmer in the future relative to the present, with most of the increase occurring in the western US. There is no increase in the number of stagnation days in the future when averaged over the US (Fig. S5) , and the change in wind speed during stagnation is also negligible (Fig. S6) . However, the daily maximum 2 m temperature is 1.42 • C warmer during stagnation events in the future compared to the present (Fig. S5) . Lastly, compound events occur on average 4.91 days more often, with temperature 1.25 • C warmer in the future compared to the present (Fig. S5) . Hence the increase in the number of heat waves and the warmer temperature during heat waves as well as stagnation events increase their individual and compound effects on ozone concentrations in the future. These motivate analysis of changes in extreme events in the future using a multi-model ensemble for more robust results.
Changes of extreme weather events in the future by CMIP5
To provide further insight into future changes in ozone concentration, we analyzed changes in extreme weather events using the multi-model ensemble of CMIP5 data. Using CMIP5 data complements our analysis of the WRF-Chem simulations in two ways. First, CMIP5 model outputs are available for a continuous period through 2100. We analyzed three time periods, each 20 years long, for 1991-2010 as a historical period, and 2041-2060 and 2081-2100 in RCP8.5 as future periods. Extending the analysis period from 10 years for the regional climate simulations to 20 years for CMIP5 allows for a more statistically robust analysis of extreme events. The added period of the late century, 2081-2100, will elucidate how extreme weather events evolve with continuous warming. Second, we extended our analysis using CMIP5 data to the entire Northern Hemisphere starting from 20 • N. The inclusion of other continents such as Europe and China provides useful information for how extreme weather events may change in densely populated regions, with potential impacts on air quality and health. Analysis of the CMIP5 mean extreme event days over the US shows that in general, the CMIP5 mean has spatial patterns comparable to those of the observations and WRF-Chem simulations but it has a much lower number of extreme event days, especially for stagnation and compound events (not shown). The CMIP5 mean projected changes in extreme event days also show spatial patterns comparable to those of WRF-Chem over the US, but again, the magnitudes of change are much smaller (not shown). Analysis of the CMIP5 projections of extreme event changes is important to provide a multi-model context of uncertainty. The summer mean number of days at present (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) and changes in future (2041) (2042) (2043) (2044) (2045) (2046) (2047) (2048) (2049) (2050) (2051) (2052) (2053) (2054) (2055) (2056) (2057) (2058) (2059) (2060) for heat waves, atmospheric stagnation, and compound events are shown in Fig. 8 . For robust comparisons between future and present climate, both model agreement and significance are considered, as adopted by previous studies (Gao et al., 2014; Seager et al., 2013; Tebaldi et al., 2011) . A total of 20 models were selected (listed in Table 1) , and values at any grid cell are considered to have agreement if more than 70 % of the models agree with the CMIP5 mean on the sign of the change. Once agreement is established, statistical significance is tested over the grid cells, and the values at any grid cell are statistically significant if at least half of the CMIP5 models show statistically significant changes (t test, α = 0.05). After the tests, most of the grid cells showing model agreement also passed the statistical significance test; blue dots indicate grid cells with no significant changes of extreme weather events. Three major continents were selected for analysis and the results are summarized in Table 2 .
As shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2 , at present (Fig. 8a, d, g ), the mean annual numbers of heat waves, atmospheric stagnation, and compound events are 12.9, 16.4, and 1.6, respectively. In the future, there are robust increases in heat wave days worldwide, consistent with previous studies (Sillmann et al., 2013) , with a mean increase around 200 % by the end of this century. The changes in atmospheric stagnation are in general smaller than the changes in heat waves; however, large increases can also be found in some areas such as the western US. This is in contrast with the insignificant change in stagnation days from the WRF-Chem simulation (Fig. S5) , demonstrating the importance of using a multimodel ensemble and investigating changes not just in the mid-century but further towards the end of the century when climate change signals become more prominent (Fig. 8e, f) . The overall increase in stagnation events is on average 1 day per summer in the future over the Northern Hemisphere for atmospheric stagnation by the end of this century. Moreover, it is obvious that compound events show more dominant increases than stagnation events, with 2 days or less at present on average, but more than 10 days on average in the US, Europe, and China. Since we have demonstrated that compound events have a larger impact on ozone than single extreme events (Fig. 5) , the large increase in compound event days suggests that they will be important considerations for projecting high-ozone episodes.
As discussed in Sect. 4, both the frequency and intensity of extreme events have important effects on ozone concentrations. From Fig. S7 , the intensity of heat waves is projected to increase with time throughout the 21st century as warming increases. Both the WRF-Chem and CMIP5 results show a larger increase in heat wave intensity in the western US. During stagnation and compound events, the daily Table 2 . Average number of days of extreme weather event episodes in summer of 1991-2010, 2041-2060, and 2081-2100, along maximum 2 m temperature also increases with time. Consistent with WRF-Chem results (Fig. S6 ), CMIP5 also shows negligible changes in wind speed during atmospheric stagnation and compound events, but a decrease during heat waves (Fig. S8) , further enhancing the effect on ozone formation.
Conclusions and discussions
The regional model WRF-Chem version 3.6.1 has been used to downscale simulations from the CESM_NCSU global model. The regional model reproduced the frequency of extreme weather events, including heat waves, atmospheric stagnation, and their compound events, and the ozone concentration during these extreme weather events at present well, compared to observations. Through comparison of ozone concentrations during extreme weather events and non-extreme events, we established statistically significant higher ozone concentrations during the extreme event period. In particular, compound events yield the highest contribution to high ozone formation, followed in general by heat waves and atmospheric stagnation. Compound events have larger impacts on ozone than single events because the temperature during compound events is noticeably higher than that during stagnation-only events and the wind speed during compound events is noticeably weaker than during heat-wave-only events. The combination of warmer temperature and weaker winds promotes photochemical reactions that produce high-ozone episodes. Also, importantly, ozone concentrations increase with the intensity of extreme events in regions with high emissions, leading to a shift in the PDFs towards higher ozone values and increasing the frequency of occurrence of high-ozone episodes. In regions with low emissions, extreme events noticeably increase the ozone concentrations at the low-end tails, but the high-end tails are not shifted, leading to narrower PDFs during extreme events relative to non-extreme events.
In the future, under the RCP8.5 scenario, even though large reductions in anthropogenic emissions are projected, extreme weather events can still trigger the formation of higher ozone concentrations. The increase in ozone concentrations during extreme events relative to non-extreme events is comparable in the future as in the present. Furthermore, compound events of heat waves and stagnation continue to have larger impacts on ozone concentrations relative to the single weather extreme events. By utilizing a total of 20 CMIP5 models, we found that under climate warming, more frequent extreme weather events are projected to occur in the middle to end of this century. Among the increases by the end of the century, compound events show a dominantly higher fractional increase by a factor of 4-5, compared to the single events, i.e., heat waves (∼ a factor of 2) or atmospheric stagnation (∼ 14 %), as shown in Table 2 .
Since the CMIP5 models do not include detailed atmospheric chemistry, we cannot assess how ozone concentrations may change in the middle to late 21st century. The CMIP5 results indicate robust increases in the frequency and intensity of heat waves and frequency of compound events with higher temperature in the future. While reductions of anthropogenic emissions in the RCP8.5 scenario will likely counter the effects of extreme events on ozone concentrations, the frequency of high ozone concentrations is enhanced by extreme events even in low emission regions (e.g., Northwest) in the present day (Fig. 5) . Hence it is likely that high-ozone episodes may still occur in the future due to increases in extreme heat, despite reductions in anthropogenic emissions, with adverse effect to human health.
However, similar to how low emissions constrain the highend tails of the PDFs of ozone from shifting to very high or extreme ozone concentrations even under extreme weather conditions (e.g., Northwest in Fig. 5 ), reductions in anthropogenic emissions in the future could reduce or eliminate the occurrence of extreme high-ozone episodes. Hence controlling anthropogenic emissions may be critical for reducing the impacts of extreme events on extreme air quality episodes and associated human health impacts. This may be especially important in regions like China that have experienced severe air pollution in recent decades. More attention to improving projections of compound events and evaluating their impacts on ozone may better constrain the projections of extreme air quality episodes and inform strategies to reduce their detrimental effects on human health now and in the future.
Data availability. Analysis data used to generate the plots in this paper can be accessed by contacting Yang Gao (yanggao@ouc.edu.cn), and the WRF-Chem model output can be accessed by contacting Yang Zhang (yzhang9@ncsu.edu).
Appendix A: Statistical metrics for evaluating model performance
Metrics for model performance evaluation used in this study include BIAS (mean bias), NMB (normalized mean bias, percent), NME (normal mean error, percent), MFB (mean fractional bias, percent), MFE (mean fractional error percent), and R (correlation coefficient). Calculations of these metrics are shown below in Eqs. (A1)-(A5), where N is the number of sample size, and MODEL and OBS represent the corresponding value in model simulations and observations (AQS sites or reanalysis data), respectively. As low OBS values can amplify the metrics, a cutoff of 40 or 60 ppbv of ozone is suggested in evaluation for ozone. Benchmarks of MFB and MFE for O 3 are 15 and 35 %, and of NMB and NME for O 3 are 10 and 20 % (US EPA, 2007). Author contributions. YG and LRL came up with the original ideas of investigating the compound effect on ozone pollution, JZ conducted all the analyses, KL and JF helped on the discussion and interpretation of the analysis, and YZ and KW were in charge of the WRF-Chem simulations and data process. All the authors contributed to the writing of the paper.
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